NATCHEZ CONVENTION PROMOTION COMMISSION
Tourism Next Steps: Natchez New Narratives in Old Neighborhoods Seminar

Friday, May 3, 2019, 8:30 am

Commissioners Present: Katie McCabe, Lavada Hill, and Helen Smith

Commissioners Absent: Dana Williams, Barbara Bruce, and Lance Harris

The Natchez Convention Promotion Commission hosted Tourism Next Steps: Natchez New Narratives in Old Neighborhoods Seminar at 8:30 am at the Natchez Convention Center located at 211 Main Street, Natchez, MS 39120.

No action of the Commission was taken at the Tourism Next Steps: Natchez New Narratives in Old Neighborhoods Seminar.

Attachments:
Notice of Quorum at Tourism Next Steps: Natchez New Narratives in Old Neighborhoods Seminar
Agenda Tourism Next Steps: Natchez New Narratives in Old Neighborhoods Seminar

_____________________________
Lance Harris, Chairman

ATTEST:

______________________
Katie Johnson McCabe, Secretary / Treasurer